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Class layer
Course: Alexander the great and his legacy (200-level course, 24 students)



Primary sources and our map
Students were expected to use their sources and provide textual references



Student discussions either began in class 
and extended to online discussions or, 
students were prompted before class.



Project Objectives

✤ to promote historical inquiry

✤ to develop our ability to locate spatial information in primary sources

✤ to use technology to promote collaboration and communication

✤ to explore how technology affects the ways by which we analyze 
primary sources

✤ to improve critical spatial thinking skills

✤ to examine how creating maps can offer a different method for 
analyzing the past, specifically in order to analyze the relationship 
between space and the events of Alexander’s campaign.



Our map
Students were expected to use their sources and provide textual references



Decent Example: “Alexander understood how 

important is was to keep the costal cities on his side, 

so that he could use his navy. It was also a military 

strategy to weaken the Persian empire by gaining 

allegiance from their costal cities.”

Not-so-good example: “Alexander understood the 

importance of strategy and geography in battle and 

used certain geographical elements to his advantage 

at times. In harsh terrain he was able to move 

quickly with thousands of troops and did so 

efficiently, thus displaying his knowledge of the 

land.”

Examples of responses



Primary sources and our map
Students were expected to use their sources and provide textual references



Final Map Project
Students worked in groups of 3 to create their own thesis-driven map journal





Why we liked this map
Students were trying to leverage the data on the map and draw a conclusion



Good example of students using the map as a source and including the primary sources
(movie file)






Another decent example but here students are not using the data on the map so much as
they are presenting their thesis with their map.



To inspire curiosity with 
non-linear and 

multidimensional 
representations of history.

✤ Knowles (2008): the use of GIS by historians can go beyond the illustrative and, 
by creating a historical GIS (HGIS), one can gain an intimate knowledge of 
sources and subject area. 

✤ Bodenhamer (2010): that by allowing historians to offer and view alternative 
perspectives, GIS technology can serve as a catalyst for further inquiry and 
analysis. 

✤ Mares and Moschek (2013): “the dynamic use of data reinforces the skills of 
problem solving-based learning,” . . . and, “promotes and fosters analytical 
thinking.”



Now what?

Studies in the use of digital maps and GIS in the 
classroom have shown that similar to virtual 
worlds, digital maps also challenge students to 
examine new questions or re-frame previous 
inquiries, and that students must do so by 
performing multiple tasks on their own. 
(Capreedy, 2015)

Students must first perform traditional historical 
research and look within the sources for historical 
spatial data. Then, students can frame their own 
research questions and engage in critical thinking. 
(Hillier, 2008)



✤ why create our own map when 
others already exist?

✤ experience using maps as a 
research tool in humanities 
(history) courses

✤ comfortability using the 
technology

✤ how to find spatial 
information and use it with 
purpose

To good to be true: what are the 
issues or problems we came 

across?
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